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If you didn’t get to Blackpool this year
check out our centre-page spread which
captures some of the atmosphere of this
three day hectic weekend.
This issue of Secrets carries an in-depth
interview with award-winning comedy
magician Johnny Lonn from Sweden who
is also featured on the cover and who
appeared In one of Blackpool’s gala
shows. Future issues will also bring you
interviews with comedy mentalist Patrick
Kuffs and illusionist Peter Marvey so don’t
let your membership lapse or you may
miss out!
Why not enter the competition on page 5
this month and win a photo-filled copy of
the Blackpool souvenir programme?
Or read about the forthcoming one day
convention at the Bristol Day of Magic
where we hope to field a YMC team for a
special event and enjoy a one hour YMC workshop too! Meet the stars from both this
country and overseas and enjoy lectures, gala shows and a thriving dealer hall!
It’s now time to start planning your close up or stage act for the auditions in September,
leading up to the finals at J-Day on Sunday 22nd October. This will be a very special one
day convention celebrating ten years of YMC. Can’t tell you our plans yet - but stay in
touch to find out what will be happening. Get that act up and running, practice is the key
- but you know that!
Sadly I have to tell you that our secretary Rob Page is stepping down from the job in order
to run a new business venture. He is very sorry to leave YMC but we do understand that
pressures of work are always a priority. We are about to appoint a new secretary and as
soon as we do I’ll be letting you know. Meanwhile my personal thanks to Rob for all his
very hard work sending out membership packs to you, sorting out your renewals and
maintaining the database every month so that you get your magazine on time.
Don’t forget to come and chat on the web site. The forum is very lively and the topics
have been very varied lately. It seems that quite a number of you have joined - but you
don’t seem to be posting. We really want your input so don’t be shy! Take the plunge you’ll be most welcome.
That’s it - I’m off to pack my case as I’m flying off to Ireland early in the morning to spend
a few days with Pat Fallon and Tanya who many of you have seen perform all over the UK.
So keep the secrets and keep practising!
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Jeff McBride +
Eugene Burger
in Bath
Bristol Day of Magic
It’s that time again! Time to plan
a trip to Weston Super Mare for
the Bristol Society of Magic’s
amazing one day convention. For
their 46th annual event they
have planned some extra special
treats.
In fact - we need a team, a
YMC team! There will be a
special interactive event and it
would be even more fun to
field a team of us from YMC it would be particular fun if
we win! So organise the
family to bring you over to
Weston for a fun-filled
Sunday of magical
knowledge and
performance.
Amazing American Michael
Finney, along with the
incomparable quick change artistes David & Dania,
will lecture for you and perform in the gala show. Top street performer Peter Wardell,
top comedy mentalists Graham Jolley and hysterically funny John Archer (see the review
of his new DVD in this issue) will also be there for you to enjoy, as well as your own
Steve Dela.

Jeff McBride
Following on from workshops in Cornwall,
Jeff McBride and Eugene Burger will
lecture at the Bath Circle of Magicians on
Thursday April 6th. This is their only other
lecture in the UK before they head off for
Europe. It will be an evening of practical
magic for all skill levels with discussion
covering the philosophy of performing
close-up, stand-up and stage magic.
Tickets must be booked in advance by
calling Simon Lane on 01225 313551, first
to reserve seats in your name, followed by
prompt payment by cheque. Limited
capacity - book early for this unique event!
www.mcbridemagic.com .

There will also be a short workshop for members of YMC exclusively. Some of the top
magicians will be on hand to teach you new tricks and ideas - so be sure you put the
date in your diaries!
A downloadable registration form is available at www.bristolmagic.com so don’t delay,
sign up today! Then email me at my usual address to let me know you’ll be there to
make up our special winning team.

COMPETITION WINNERS
Last month’s competition was an interesting one - I got two sets of answers from
you! One group of you gave me Phil Goldstein as the real name of Max Maven
whilst the other group also found out that his middle name was Thorner! So the
main prize of Barrie Richardson’s book goes to Oliver Graham-Smith for the full
answer - but a small prize will also be given to Elizabeth Maskell as two draws
were held for the two separate sets of answers.
Well done to both of you and it might interest you all to know that this
competition brought in a record number of entries.
So keep trying - next time it could be you!
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KFC goes
magic!
There will be Marvin’s Magic at every KFC
in the UK till the end of April because the
freebie in every KFC ‘Kid’s Meal’ will be
one of five collectable magic tricks! The
special Kid’s Meal bags are branded
‘Marvin’s Magic’, as are the tray liners, as
well as the tricks and instructions. Marvin
Berglas, creator of Marvin’s Magic, said
“We are obviously pleased to have been
chosen to partner KFC in the UK - the only
magic licensor they have chosen globally.
This highlights the high recognition for our
brand and the interest in magic.”
So it’s bye bye diet and hello KFC ‘Kid’s
Meals’ for me for the next month or two!
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Win a Blackpool Programme!
I have several copies of the Blackpool
programme to give away to members of
YMC. All you have to do is write or
email me with the answer to the
following question:

Workshop Calendar
2006
Here are the 2006 dates for you to put
in your diaries:
April 22
May 14 - Bristol Day of Magic

Who is the current President of the
Blackpool Magicians Club?
Send me your answers to the usual
address or email me.
Please don’t enter if you
attended the convention this
year (it would be nice if the
programmes went to people
who hadn’t already got one).

Tricky TV wants YOU!
Some YMC members were lucky enough to be chosen to appear on the TV series
Tricky TV last year. The producers are again looking for people to take part and that
could be you.
If you are a performer please send a photo, video and short list of tricks that you
perform to: Paul Andrews, The Foundation, PO BOX 981, ME14 5NZ or by email to:
trickytv@paulmagic.co.uk (Unfortunately they cannot return items sent by post).

May 20
June 17
July 22
September 16
September 23 - IBM Convention
Workshop
October 22 - SUNDAY - J-Day
November 25
Workshop fee £5.
As always workshops will run from
11 am - 4 pm and will be held at The
Magic Circle HQ (address on pages three
and five). Please be sure to bring a
packed lunch (drinks and crisps will be
provided free), a deck of cards, notebook
and a pen as minimum requirements for
the day.
Please register in advance each time Email: mandy@themagiccircle.co.uk

❚ Write Now!
Write to ‘Secrets’ with your tricks,

The filming is likely to be in June/July in London or Kent and the chosen performers
would stay over for probably two nights accompanied by one parent/guardian.

questions, comments, suggestions,
responses and ideas. Although we cannot
respond personally your letter may
appear here or in the ‘Inner Secrets’
newsletter. All articles will automatically
be entered for the annual ‘Blanchard
Literary Award’ which is presented for the
best contribution by a YMC member.
Write to the Editor:
Mandy Davis,
The Young Magicians Club,
The Centre for the Magic Arts,
12 Stephenson Way,
London, NW1 2HD,
or email us at
editor@theyoungmagiciansclub.com

Taking part during the last series were YMC members (left to right)
Megan Knowles Bacon, Michael Jordan, Elizabeth Maskell, Belinda Stewart,
Joshua Miller, Dominic Pegg, Troy von Scheibner and Sam Clarke

The Mystery Magician from the last issue was of course Penn & Teller.
volume 11, number 2 • 5
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by Mandy Davis
During the Blackpool weekend audiences watched a very funny
act on Saturday night. It featured a man in a tail coat, Johnny
Lonn from Sweden, who tried desperately to play a violin with
accompaniment from an old fashioned wind-up gramophone. He
started with some antics with the violin bow and a giant
disappearing plant, all causing him to apparently lose his hand as
well! The strings of the violin disappeared with the swiftness of a
‘paddle move’ and we also enjoyed an unusual torn and restored
sheet music effect. There was fun with cards too and a running
gag with thread. Some used chewing gum magically turned into
a rubber ball, which vanished and reappeared, and a multiplying
silks routine ended with the production of Johnny’s braces which
then caused him problems with his trousers! Now he had to hold
them up as he tried in vain to remove a cigarette from a case and
put it in his mouth, his efforts going from bad to worse! The final
gag - the vanish of the gramophone - was pure genius!
So it was no surprise to the audience, but immense surprise to
Johnny, that he was awarded the Ken Dodd trophy for comedy
on the following evening. So who is Johnny Lonn?
Interestingly the beginnings came at the age of sixteen when
Johnny decided he wanted to be a ventriloquist. The magic shop
he visited had no dolls for sale - but they did have tricks
which captured his imagination and thus another
magician was born! Johnny was also an
accomplished musician and had wanted to
play in an orchestra - even now he seems
concerned that he was never good
enough to earn his living in that field.

“For instance, in 1973 I was
performing in a gala show in
Paris. I had a real radio on
the stage for a gag but I
accidentally dropped it.
The next day I was
appearing at Olympia
and the organisers
asked me to repeat the
broken radio! I explained it
had not been part of the
act - I didn’t have
another one but
they bought one,
brand new, for me to use. They
placed a sheet on the stage too
so that the pieces could easily be
picked up and removed after I’d
finished.
“Well the radio they bought was a good one and had bulbs and
valves inside it. When I dropped it, it exploded and the bits went
everywhere - all over the audience, the orchestra - everywhere! I
don’t think a bit of it landed on the sheet.... But everyone found
it very funny and so I built a radio for use in the act on
every occasion. Now It’s become a gramophone
which fits the act better.”
Johnny’s heroes include Victor Borge and
Tommy Cooper.
“It really isn’t easy to do what they did - it
takes so much practice, so much work”
Johnny is anxious to explain.

Johnny’s first magical ambition was to
be a serious manipulator like his
greatest influence, Fred Kaps from
Holland, although it was years
before he actually saw Fred perform.
To this day Johnny feels that all the
basics should be learned first and
reacts very strongly when talking of
people who start their magic lives with
comedy.

In Sweden Johnny performs a full forty
minute patter act - the silent comedy act
is one that he developed only for
conventions. So where does he find his
inspiration for it?
“Just watch the competitions at conventions
to get your ideas. When someone comes on
stage thinking that they are great and then they
are terrible, as sometimes happens, there’s your
comedy!

“The comedy should come later, not as a
start! Learn everything first, that’s VERY
important - learn platform, close up, silent,
patter, any form of magic before even thinking
about the comedy aspects.”
This was Johnny’s way and he was a serious magician until he
started to work from a very thin book produced by the great Ron
McMillan. It was about producing billiard balls, ending with
twelve of them. Johnny tried and tried to do this but he kept
dropping them and when he did, everyone laughed. In this way
the comedy angle crept into his act, although many of the
moments of genius seem to have evolved by accident.

“Although at FISM (the world magic ‘Olympics’ which takes
place every three years) if an act is bad they close the curtains
on it. There are thirteen judges and if eight of them push the
button then the curtains close. So it’s not so much fun these
days...”
Johnny builds all his own props so that no one else will be
working with the equipment he uses. Sometimes he thinks of
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Jerry O’Connell
For the
finest
ideas when he is lying in bed. For instance, in the 1970s he
thought of playing his violin for real at the end - a musical finale.
That was the first show using his violin and, as we have now
witnessed, the idea changed - in fact the act is always changing.
There are new things added constantly and he is using more
props now than he ever did. He believes that an act must grow,
otherwise other acts can grow past you and leave you behind.

wallets

“If you do the same act all the time, you are stupid and must
change!” he claims.

in the

So what of the future?
“That’s up to the magicians. If we do good things then the people
will come to see us. If we don’t the audiences will go away.”

finest

However he does feel that DVDs stop creativity and growth, that
people are no longer using their own imaginations to work out
how things are done. They are learning too many set things. Take
cards for instance - Johnny has only learned ten different card
tricks throughout his whole life - he doesn’t believe anyone needs
any more.
“After all, the trick is only a little bit. The rest is you.”
Johnny recommends rehearsing every day, working office hours.
He suggests using lamps as spotlights in your living room and
going over and over your act. Hobbies are very good for creativity
and, besides his music, he paints portraits too. He used to
compete in ballroom dancing competitions which was good for
movement - another important aspect for a budding magician. All
interests keep the brain active and trained, ready to try something
new, to stretch your resources to the full.

leathers
Check out our web site

Finally Johnny gave me his view on why there are so few female
magicians.
“Well, 300 years ago women were being burned for magic so
nowadays they are too scared to do it!”

www.leatherjerry.com

This charming Swedish comedy magician was always going to
leave me laughing....
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1: A Magical Journey into Performance
In my writings for ‘Secrets’ magazine it is my intention to help
you consider the real art of magic and not merely the tricks
alone.
We think of magic as being a part of the
performing arts. Any type of art serves as a tool
that allows the artist to express him or herself.
Magic and mentalism are not often considered
legitimate art and this is our own fault. Too
many people treat their magic and mental tricks
like tricks when really the tricks should be a way
to express something about the person who is
performing.
In music the way a particular singer sings the
song, created by someone else, lets the audience
know something more about the singer. We
might like the song a great deal
but it is the way the singer sings it
that tells us how the singer feels. If
the audience can relate to the
singer, not just the way the song is
written, then the audience often
has a deep attachment to the
singer - as well as the song. Such
an audience could hear that same
song sung by someone else and
they would not like it nearly as
much. It has been said for ages:

make your magic art. I want to dare you into thinking about
the ways in which your magic can be used to express who and
what you are. At first this may seem a little uncomfortable.

we are going
to choose
what you buy
and perform
around who
you are

So we will begin to work together to think
about who you are - really. From that we
can choose the parts of you that you are
willing to share with your audience. Then
we can consider costumes, tables and even
tricks. Instead of trying to build up who
you are around a bunch of tricks, we are
going to choose what you buy and perform
around who you are. Then your act and
your performance will be unique just like
YOU.
I look forward to taking this journey with
you in this magazine. As a teacher I have

“It’s the singer that matters - not
the song”.
In magic and mentalism (from now
on I will use the term “magic” to
encompass both for the sake of
space) we think that the song
matters most and assume just
anyone can sing the song well. If
we are told that we are singing a
song poorly, we blame the song.
Just substitute the word “song” for
“trick” and you will see that this is
true. For some odd reason we consider magic and mentalism
art, but don’t want to treat them that way. They are art in word
only to many, yet real professionals treat magic like art.
I agree tricks do matter but what is even more important, and
valuable, is YOU. My hopes are to challenge you and help you

been told I can be a little tough; I may poke and jab at a few
soft places to get you to be the very best you that you can be. I
do this because your own uniqueness is vital and needed. No
one else can be you. When you express that uniqueness of
YOU, and share it with others, it is called “ART.” I hope you
dare to join me and take this path in future issues.
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Magical Wonders
Fulfilling the Needs of the Magic Community Since 1985

Over 500 effects in stock
Dozens of Exclusives
Distributors for Axtell Products from the U.S.A.
Spring and Summer Sales
Private Customer Sales
Same-Day Turn-a-round on all orders
Competitive prices
Best Service in the business (Probably!)

Telephone / Fax / E-mail orders welcome
Credit Cards (MC, Visa, Switch, Solo, JCB & Maestro) accepted, NO extra charge

AND we’re really nice!
Annual Catalogue £5.00 (includes £5.00 in vouchers)

Myles & Patti Sinclair, 9 Canterbury Road,
Watford, Herts. WD17 1QT
Tel: 01923 467956 • Fax: 01923 220653
E-mail: magic@hey-presto.demon.co.uk

All Change at
Kaymar Magic

Yes, we have MOVED and we’re
UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP!!
For more information and to keep
up-to-date with all the new magical
happenings at Kaymar, you really
should be on the
Kaymar Newsletter Mailing List.
IT’S FREE
Just send your name and address to:
The Kaymar Magic Co Ltd
Unit 3, 108 Croft Road
Nuneaton, Warwickshire, CV10 7DN

We supply magicians all around the world with thousands of tricks, books and DVD’s.

CHAIN RELEASE HAND-CUFFS
An amazing feat of escapology can be achieved with this special apparatus. You have both wrists securely locked in
metal chains behind your back, yet you are able to escape in seconds. You can then replace your wrists, and have the
cuffs fully examined, to show you are once again securely locked in them. A great effect for
close-up or cabaret - Packs small, but plays big - £25.95 inc P&P

AUTO SPRING FAN
Produce a packet of cards from knowhere, then spread them out in seconds to form a perfect fan.
Great item for the card manipulator - £8.95 inc P&P

E.S.P PREDICTION by Wayne Dobson - MERLINS EXCLUSIVE
Five ESP cards are removed from a wallet, along with a small disc and a sign with ESP printed on it. The spectator is
asked to take part in an experiment and drops the disc on to one of the ESP cards. He can change his mind as often as
he wishes, but remakably, you show that you predicted the ESP card he would choose from the
outset. A baffling effect that is totally self-working - JUST £12.95 inc P&P

To join our premail list, which informs you of our new items, offers and magical news,
just send us your email address and we’ll be happy to add you to our list!
Merlins, 15 The Springs, Wakefield, West Yorkshire, WF1 1QE
01924 339933 www.merlinswakefield.co.uk email merlins@btconnect.com
We accept cash, cheques and all major cradit cards

ITS ALWAYS MAGIC AT......................MERLINS
volume 11, number 2 • 9
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By Alex Gil
For mine and my sister’s Christmas treat my mum took us to

sandwich with it. He placed this on the largest bear trap

Las Vegas! On the fourth night of the trip I was going to see

and then a stage hand brought on a ladder and a trapeze

Penn & Teller! So what I did was just to count down the

swing. Teller climbed the ladder, mounted the swing (you

days until it was time - as another treat my mum kept

must remember that Teller is about 50 years old) and was

taking my sister shopping and I

swinging over a bear trap upside

was too young to spend that time

down, only supported by his knees

gambling!

and legs! Other serious and
dangerous parts of the show

The Penn and Teller show was

involved the famous finale “Bullet

held in a casino called The Rio and

Catch” where an assistant signed a

the magicians have their own

bullet and drew a significant

merchandise stand selling clothing

picture on another, then both

and books but Penn and Teller

magicians aimed and shot the

don’t really like to reveal the

bullets into each other’s mouths.

secrets of magic so they only sell

This trick is serous and dangerous

one trick ( a pack of svengali

as the well known magician

cards). The excitement started

Chung-Ling-Soo died from this very

right from the entrance doors as

thing.

the magic of seeing professional
magicians performing in Las Vegas

Also the way some of the tricks in

was now just a few more steps in

the show were presented was very

front of me! We were seated but

funny and had me laughing for

you were allowed on stage to

days. For instance Teller came on

inspect the props till the show

stage with a cute white rabbit and

began so I jumped at this

a chopping machine in which

opportunity. After inspecting a

pieces of a tree were placed and

normal empty box the show

came out the other end as tree
bark chips. Teller pretended to drop

started when Teller appeared from
that box and I still don’t know how he did it! Then Teller

the rabbit in and then showed us he didn’t really as he was

was placed in another box which had three compartments

laughing - and then actually dropped it in by accident! It was

which split up - amazing is the only word I can think to

all a gag and had me giggling.

describe this. Also in the performance were elements of
danger as Penn talked about the dangers of some bear

So if you’re ever in Las Vegas pop into the Rio and see the

traps displayed before us while Teller placed food inside

show - at the end of the performance you are able to talk

them all - apart from the largest. Then Teller collected the

to, and get the autographs of, these must-see famous

food, trying not to get caught by the traps, and made a

magicians Penn & Teller.
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Soapbox continued

By Rory Jones
Most, if not all, of us have someone we admire. Magician or not
they always influence you and how your magic is performed. This
can be healthy, taking aspects of other performing acts to give
you ideas of your own, or not so healthy - directly copying
chunks of other material and squashing it into your act, like a
over-sized rabbit in a very small change bag!
This is why it’s best to be yourself; you don’t want a magician
coming along to see you after you’ve performed your piece and
saying ‘That was awfully like the act I saw at the IBM convention,
I’m sure that magician said almost the same words...’
As we know one of the golden rules of magic is to be yourself
and you’d be surprised how many magicians (even pros) don’t
follow this rule.
When people are told that you are performing for them, they
want YOU performing for them - not Paul Daniels or Lance
Burton! YOU!
One of the main aspects of being you is your own patter. We
often pick up fellow magicians’ patter unconsciously - the big
problem being that these performers don’t even realise they are
using someone else’s ‘you’; thus making someone else’s ‘you’
your ‘you’ - OK perhaps that’s a bit confusing. I’ll try another
way.

Imagine a big pond of magicians’ patter, all and every section of
patter ever invented goes into this pond, swirling around vaguely
like blind fish, bumping into other fish and sometimes getting
confused. We may accidentally catch other people’s fish but we
must try and eat ours and ours alone.
“Be who you are.”
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The Blackpool convention was a huge success
once again and there were great celebrations
right from the very first evening!
Ex-member of YMC Will Houston came first in
the 2006 Close Up Magic Championships.
Some of you may remember that Will, now a
member of The Magic Circle, won an award
at the International Weekend competition and more of you may remember that he was
teaching at a workshop last April when some
of YMC’s graduates came back. Will’s
beautiful sleight of hand made him a
deserving winner as he manipulated coins and
other objects with enormous skill. Second was
Olmac from France and third place went to
Hayashi, a Japanese performer who lives in
Germany.
There were no other competitions this year just gala shows galore! There was an allwinners’ children’s show, for the public and
convention goers alike, as well as plenty of
lectures starting on Friday afternoon and
some even continuing well past midnight.
Highlights for many were the close up show
and the amazing interactive media magic
gala act of Tony Chapek who had to be seen
to be believed. Another highlight was the
incredible stage magic of Peter Marvey from
Switzerland who performed four times in the
shows. One of the acts, Johnny Lonn from
Sweden, took the Ken Dodd award for
comedy and once again Ken was there to
present it and say a few (!) words.

ming
- perfor
s
e
k
o
o
r
aniel B
hours
YMC’s D
tel after
o
h
at HQ

Aaron Crow

mber
Luke Swithenbank - YMC me
enjoys the convention
Patrik Ku
ffs

and Heather
Martin Nash

There were so many dealers that it was hard
to remember what you had seen and where but there were several members of YMC
attending the weekend and they seemed to
manage to find their way around and part
with their cash in exchange for exciting
books, dvds and miracles. I’m sure they have
shared their precious moments and thoughts
with you all on the members’ forum on the
web site - they seemed to have an amazing
time! Some of them even dressed to kill on
one evening and performed close up magic to
the packed crowds in the Headquarters Hotel.
So here are a few photos of people who
attended or performed over the weekend maybe next year we’ll see you there?

Blac
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A card trick
with force!

in tune
by
Ben Highway
This is the first ‘force’, for want of a better word. In most cases
the answer will be ‘seven’.
“Seven? I said that these cards were easily influenced and you
have done just that - look!”
Elmsely Count the cards again - the face-up Seven will show and
it’s quite a magical revelation. Remove the Seven from the pile.
The top card of the remaining three is now the Queen of Hearts,
in readiness for the next ‘force’.
Now, it is generally accepted that women are more likely to say
the Queen of Hearts and men the Ace of Spades. This isn’t a
definite fact, and there will always be differences, but women
are more likely to say it. We therefore need to choose a woman,
or someone who you think may choose the Queen of Hearts, for
this next part.
This is my application of two psychological forces or, more
accurately, common choices - you most likely know these already
but I feel that on their own they’re a bit dry. There have been
various kinds of effects woven around them, and this one is more
magical than psychological, but still quite impressive.

“It’s quite unusual, isn’t it? Let’s try this with someone else...you,
madam, if you wouldn’t mind helping, all I ask you to do is
name the first card that comes to mind - now.”

To set-up remove the following cards from the deck: Queen of
Hearts, Three of Spades, Seven of Spades, Six of Diamonds - in
that order, from top to face, face-down. The Seven should be
reversed - so that it is the only face-up card - in preparation for
an Elmsley Count. The Queen of Spades needs to be the top card
of the deck that you will be using.

As you repeat the name of the card, perform something like the
Snap Change to visually transform the Seven in to the Queen.
“It really is amazing just how attuned to our thoughts these
cards are.”

There is something of a prelude to the forces which basically
involves you having a card chosen and controlled so that it is
twenty-first from the top of the deck. You can do this in a
number of ways: either pinky count down twenty cards as their
card is being shown around, or signed or whatever, and then
simply cut the cards there and have it replaced, dropping those
twenty on top. Alternatively you could have a crimped card, at
the twentieth position from the top of the deck, so that you can
cut there and have it replaced to bring it twenty-first from the
top. However it gets there it is important that you then false
shuffle to make things seem fairer. Use your own patter and,
when this has been done, introduce the packet of cards and use
an Elmsley Count to show that they’re ‘all’ face-down.
“There’s something a little bit...different about these cards;
they’re quite sensitive to their surroundings and I suppose you
might say that they’re easily influenced. It sounds odd, I know,
but if I were to ask you to name the first number between one
and ten that comes to mind you would say ...?”

Let’s assume that she said the Queen of Hearts.

Now it’s time to use a display which suggests that the Seven is
not there anymore and which sets up the last part of the
routine.
Drop the Queen (double, usually) on to the other two cards and
lift off the top three in one block, leaving one face-down card in
your right hand. Act as if it’s two. Pull the Queen on top of it,
face-up, and use the double to flip it face-down (holding the
double as one card).
“There we have a Queen...”
Now flash the face of the double. If you followed the set-up
above this should be the Six of Diamonds. Drop this on top of
the Queen. The seven is the top card, but people believe it to be
a Six.
“...and a six...”
Flip the whole pile face-up to show the Three at the face of the
pile.
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“...and a Three and another Queen.”
Do not show the Queen of Hearts again and don’t name the full
card. The reason for this will become clear in a moment.

Six, Three and Queen (of Spades). If you, sir, would just like
to deal six cards on to the Six, three on to the Three and
twelve on to the Queen we’ll take it from there.”
Of course he will deal a total of twenty-one cards - which is
the position that his chosen card lies in the deck. Have him
hold the final twenty-first card in his hand face-down.

“So, now on to your card.”
As you say this pick up the deck and drop the packet of four on
top, face-down. Then act as if you’ve had an idea and lift off
the top five cards before performing an action similar to the slip
force in which you apply pressure to the top card of the deck the Seven - and pull out the four beneath it as the Seven is kept
on top of the deck. Naturally this action is accompanied by a tilt
of the cards to hide the retention. This is kind of like the Jinx
Change if you were to swap one card for four.
“Actually, let’s try something with these four cards again - I
mean, they seem quite attuned to our thoughts, you have to
agree, so it makes sense that they should be quite attuned to
the cards in the deck as well. Please hold on to this.”
Give the person who chose their card at the beginning the deck
to hold. Muddle the cards in your hand and then drop them
face-up on to the table. The fact that you said “and another
Queen” and there is now another Queen there suggests that it
always was there and, therefore, that the Seven had truly
transformed into the Queen of Hearts. The reason for showing
the Six and Three before was also to suggest that the same
packet of cards was in use throughout.
“Let’s see; we’ve used the Queen (of Hearts), we’ll just pop her
over here for the time-being, but let’s take the other three - that

“What was the name of your card? Well...let’s see...”
Have him turn it over to reveal his card.
What if any of the ‘forces’ miss?
Well, that’s a chance you take when performing this effect.
You can of course embellish any of the forces, or alter the
forces, with any knowledge of NLP, psychology etc. that you
may have. The routine is structured so that you will always
end successfully. If the forces miss then you can always turn
it in to a comedy routine, scolding the cards etc. and
blaming them, explaining that maybe it’s because the cards
are more attuned to the others in the deck etc. Then you
could always bring out a slip of paper on which their
answers, thanks to a nail-writer, are written - saying that you
“should always have just done it myself instead of trusting
the cards!”.

Editor’s note: This has been considered a skillful but
risky trick - my audiences seem to name different cards
from those required here.

International Magic
Established by Ron MacMillan 50 years ago – still a family business!

89 Clerkenwell Road
London
EC1R 5BX

CLEARANCE SALE – ALL L&L VIDEOS ONLY £7.50 EACH (+ postage)
We have over 100 superb titles in stock by the
following great performers...
Michael Ammar, Jim Zachary, Bruce Cervon, Harry Allen,
Vallarino, Geoffery Buckingham, Daryl, Eddie Tullock,
Parvel, Martin Nash, Henry Evans, Ian Adair, Dai Vernon,
Johnny Thompson, Michael Rubinstein, Ken Krenzel,
Karrell Fox, David Regal, Harry Lorayne, Michael Close,
Mark Wilson, Paul Diamond, Dan Harlan, Jeff Sheridan,
Simon Lovell and many others...
Major credit cards accepted
Opening hours: 11.30 - 18.00 (Mon - Fri) and 11.30 - 16.00 (Sat)

www.InternationalMagic.com
T: +44 (0) 20 7405 7324 / F: +44 (0) 20 7831 2927
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Tom Anderson
Favourite record/cd? Anything by Green Day, Blink 182 and
Gorillaz.
Favourite Magicians? It has to be Derren Brown. I
absolutely admire all the magic he does. I also really like
Paul Daniels.
What kind of magic do you enjoy most? I enjoy the type of
magic that ‘freaks’ people out - geek magic. I also love
doing children’s parties.
What do you enjoy most about ‘Secrets’? I enjoy how much
effort people put into the magazines (well done Mandy!)
Favourite Magic Video? I love Morgan’s Liquid Metal. It is so
easy to do and, of course, FREAKS people out! Also On the
Spot with Gregory Wilson. It teaches all the things you can
do when a lay person walks up to you and says “Show us
a trick!”
Strongest non-magical performing Influence? Jack Black!
He’s a great actor and a awesome guitar player.
Strongest magical influences? I know some people hate it
and say it’s ‘tacky’ but I absolutely admire Penguin Magic.
Favourite Magic on TV? Monkey Magic and Dirty Tricks!
Tom Anderson has been enjoying magic ever since he was six
years old. He saw a magic programme and thought ‘Wow’! It
wasn’t until he was twelve that he got really seriously into
magic. He saw the ‘Magic’ series and wanted to do more of it.
He hasn’t performed much yet apart from competing in the Jday 2005 stage finals but, when he is old enough, Tom hopes to
perform close up as well as stage and children’s effects.
Age? 14
Current home? Cambridgeshire
Joined the Young Magicians Club? 9th November 2004.
Hobbies? Magic, sports, msn and any computer stuff!
Favourite Magic Book? Probably The Practical Encyclopaedia of
Magic by Nicholas Einhorn.
Favourite non-magic book? Both Barry Trotter books (Spoofs on
Harry Potter!)

Which magician would you most like to be and why? I’m
going to have to go with David Blaine (before he went a
bit weird). His street magic was a massive influence on me
to get into the YMC. That’s why I would like to be him.
If you had your own TV chat show and could interview any
three people - real or fictitious, dead or alive - who would
they be? I would interview Paul and Barry from Dirty Tricks
because they are nutters - as well as being great
magicians!
Tip for getting into magic? Everyone says it - but you really
do need to practise loads!! Also when you get better with
it and you start to show your magic to people at school, or
maybe even in the streets, always do tricks that can be
inspected and can be done over and over. Only do the big
uninspectable tricks on stage. I suggest you learn cards
first, card tricks are great for amateurs or professionals.
One last thing - never show lay people tricks you can’t do
properly yet; practise until you can’t get them wrong.

Favourite film? Be Cool - the Get Shorty sequel.
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magicbox
MASSIVE DVD SALE
MANY TITLES ONLY £14.99
GREEN BICYCLES NOW ONLY £1.50
FREE CATALOGUE
PRESENTING THE LATEST
AND BEST EFFECTS
TEL:01912325335
www.magicbox.uk.com

JESTERS MAGIC
(James Smith)

r
e
f
f
O
l
Specia

Great
Bill Goldman Value

5 effects pack
only £15 inc p&p

78 High Street,
Lincoln, LN5 8AA

ALBION MAGIC

01522 525353

8 Florence Grove, Stone Cross,
West Bromwich, B71 3LL 0121 532 4509
Contact: Alex Powell 07831115448
wwww.albionmagiccompany.co.uk

29 Pegwell Avenue, RAMSGATE, Kent, CT11 0NL
Tel/Fax: 01843 850036 Email: magic_zane@btinternet.com

Makers of Fine Quality Hand Crafted Magic...

www.zanesmagicshop.com

www.colinrosemimc.co.uk

Welcome to Zane’s Magic Shop. We sell lots of great magic tricks and DVDs
from all over the world at very reasonable prices.
Plus recently we have added at least 50 new items, all in stock now!
So check out the web-site to find out all about us. You can pay by Credit or
debit card using Paypal, instructions are on the web-site.
Or simply write out a cheque and send it to the above address.
For a FREE catalogue please enclose a 35p stamp with your name and address.

“As a professional magician myself, I only sell good
practical magic that entertains an audience”
For a friendly and helpful service
Please contact Zane’s Magic Shop!

See Website for Product Information
Special Magic for Young Magicians Club
(Offer Ends 1st March 2006)
Patrick Page’s Magic Paddle...£10.00
Dutch Sandwich...£35.00
Mini Flash Frame...£25.00
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things that you might want to beg, borrow or steal (in a magical sense!)

Yigal Mesika’s Floating Glasses
❚ reviewed by Tom Anderson YMC
This is one of the tricks which I got for Christmas and I think that
people need to know about it because it’s a good one!
For your money you get a video showing Yigal Mesika in action
plus instructions on the hook up and how to do it. There is also a
booklet for those who don’t want to watch the video, 500 feet of
invisible thread (and I mean invisible!), special wax (it’s special
because it has string in it to make it stronger) and of course the
glasses which are ‘gimmicked’.
The video that you get is ok but doesn’t go over the instructions
very well. It’s in silence which makes it more difficult to
understand. The hook up, on the other hand, is ingenious. It may
take a while, because the thread’s very thin, but it’s superb. The
thread is mightily invisible so you can do the trick in any situation
- close up, stage - you name it! But it’s invisible to you too!! So it
can take time to thread it up properly.

★★★
advanced skills

From Alaka
zam Magic
£79.00
plus £1.50
p&p

The special wax...I just
laughed at the little bits of
Value for mo
wax that came in a match
ney?
box! They are so well
made; it’s a great idea to
Amaze your
put string in the middle friends?
it makes it so much
better. I thought the
Worth the p
rice?
glasses were well made.
There is little to gimmick
them so you can use
them as a normal pair of sun glasses. I also like
the extra effect that’s in the glasses - when you fold them up, they
pop right back up again!

7/10

8/10

9/10

Basically they are well made and a bright idea. Hope you enjoy
them!
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Educating Archer - the comedy,
mentalism and magic of John
Archer - 2 DVD set

★★
medium skills

available fro
m alakazam
magic for
£26.99 post
paid

❚ reviewed by David Redfearn MIMC
Value for mo
ney?
With the advent of so many magic forums, and so
much misinformed advice from amateur magicians,
it’s a breath of fresh air when a professional
magician, who can deliver in the real world, tips his
mitt; take my word for it - John Archer can deliver!

9/10

10/10

Amaze your
friends?

Worth the p
ractice?

10/10

Educating Archer is awesome; let’s not waste time
discussing the production values of the DVD but
move onto the content. Three of the effects on the
two discs are worth the price of the DVD alone, ‘Stapled’ being my favourite.
Any young or seasoned magicians wishing to put entertaining, strong magic into their act
cannot fail with this DVD. Not only do you get to see John perform his act, you also get to
hear his reasoning behind everything he does; and if you adapt yourself and your
performance like this, it can only equal one thing - “success”.

Corridan Box

★
beginners level

❚ reviewed by Mandy Davis AIMC
A very ornate wooden box is opened to display a key inside it. This is the key to the
spectator’s imagination! The lid is replaced.
The magician then asks the spectator to imagine a deck of cards
nesting inside the box (obviously you can put your own ideas and
patter to this) and waves a hand over it. When opened, there is
indeed a deck of cards sitting waiting to be used!
This is a very nice utility prop, one you could use as the overture for
many tricks, and would work especially well during a brainwave or
invisible deck routine. Any card trick would be enhanced by the
magical appearance of the deck - and it can only add to your
reputation as a magician.
ox from
Corradin’s B
p&p
£35.00 plus

ic
Kaymar Mag

8/10

ney?
Value for mo

r friends?

you
9/10 Amaze

ractice?
Worth the p

8/10
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Aspiring
towards
Magic
Methodology It’s Not All About the Sleights!
By Owen Daniel
It is a common misconception amongst magicians that
magic must be technically challenging to entertain and,
apparently more importantly, fool an audience. It is my
belief that this is a result of the increasing number of
magic competitions, conventions and lectures. At these
events the bookers present us with a showcase of the
most skilful in our art, knowing that this is what
magicians themselves want to see. People come away
presuming that only difficult sleight of hand magic
fools them and so conclude that it is what’s needed for
them to fool. The truth is that the working magicians,
who are out there performing for the real world, do
not perform these fiddly routines knowing that the
possibility for failure is high. Resultantly they do not get
booked for conventions (they perform the standard
tricks that most discard in search for something new)
and often don’t attend these events - aware that much
will be irrelevant to their style of performing.

References for Further Reading
Roberto Giobbi’s Card College, 1-5
[for his knowledge of sensible, and useable sleights]
Stewart James’ James File
[for his use of mathematical methods]
Tommy Wonder’s Books of Wonder 1,2
[for his gaffed approach]

The magician’s primary aim is to present a clear, simple
effect. As long as the method is undetectable, the
audience will be unaware whether you put in two
months of practice or two days. It is often the case that
we over-burden ourselves with work; thus we struggle
to perform the effect in a coherent manner and instead
we produce a trick that fails in its logic, subsequently
confusing our audience and in the immortal words of
Dai Vernon: ‘Confusion is not magic’. With clarity in
mind, it is important to distinguish simplicity of method
from an obvious method - and to appreciate that they
are in no way interchangeable. A bad mathematical
effect for instance, maybe requiring extensive dealing
procedures or long calculating chains, may be classed
as obvious.
In writing this piece it appears as though I am
denouncing all sleight of hand magic and mathematical
effects. This is not the case as both clearly have their
right place.
With this in mind, instead of focusing on ‘knuckle
busting’ sleights, you should also learn some simple,
varied, and entertaining magic!
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two silks
changing places

colour
change
transpo

One of the first effects I bought when I was starting was that of the
Single Colour Changing Handkerchief. This following effect uses one
but in a different way. It’s not just a change of colour here but two
silks changing places.

by Ian Adair
Genuine blue silk

❚ effect
From a paper bag two silks are removed, one
red and one blue. The bag is shown empty
and could be handed out for examination.
The silks are replaced inside, then the
performer removes the blue one. A quick
stroke of the blue silk magically changes it to
red. When the spectator opens the bag there
inside is the blue silk - a quick, slick
transposition.

Blue silk

❚ apparatus
As mentioned, you require a colour changing
silk. These come in different colours and sizes
- the size I use is 12”. It doesn’t matter what
colour arrangement it has as long as you
have a duplicate silk of one of the colours. I
use red and blue - this means that I also had
a genuine 12” blue silk. The Colour
Changing Silk prop should start off appearing
as red. Many of you will know that this
special silk works when stroked, by pulling
down the ring. It turns inside out - easy as
that! It’s not an expensive prop either.
A paper bag that has a flat base so it can
stand upright on the table.

Colour change silk

❚ working &
presentation
Display the bag. Remove the genuine blue silk by its corner. Remove the special silk
by its corner, hiding the uppermost part which contains the protruding blue corner.
Ask a spectator to examine the bag and, if you like, make a joke about it by saying
‘Make sure it is empty, have a look inside but be careful you don’t fall in!’ Replace
both silks inside the bag, making sure the protruding corner is easy to reach.
It is the special one which is removed first. To do this, the fingers and thumb of the
left hand grip through the material of the bag, through to the ring corner area. In
bringing out the silk, it turns inside out and can be shown as a blue one. This leaves
the genuine blue silk in the bag. Either fold or crumple over the top of the bag so
that, when you hand it to the spectator, he or she cannot look inside at this stage most important.
Now you present the classic Colour Changing Silk simply by stroking the blue silk so
it turns red. When the spectator opens the bag, in place of the red silk is now the
blue. In effect you have a visible colour change and transportation effect all rolled
into one!
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Optical Magic
Magic can come in different forms. One of the early ones is
that of deceptive pictures. Gaze into the eyes of this skull
and you'll find a Victorian lady seated in front of her mirror.

Puzzle Time Answer
If you read it backwards or through a mirror it says:

Please take a card, any one and remember it.
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Wayne Dobson
dtrik@waynedobson.co.uk
www.waynedobson.co.uk
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